Detecting tissue-specific early warning signals for complex diseases based on dynamical network biomarkers: study of type 2 diabetes by cross-tissue analysis.
Identifying early warning signals of critical transitions during disease progression is a key to achieving early diagnosis of complex diseases. By exploiting rich information of high-throughput data, a novel model-free method has been developed to detect early warning signals of diseases. Its theoretical foundation is based on dynamical network biomarker (DNB), which is also called as the driver (or leading) network of the disease because components or molecules in DNB actually drive the whole system from one state (e.g. normal state) to another (e.g. disease state). In this article, we first reviewed the concept and main results of DNB theory, and then applied the new method to the analysis of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). Specifically, based on the temporal-spatial gene expression data of T2DM, we identified tissue-specific DNBs corresponding to the critical transitions occurring in liver, adipose and muscle during T2DM development and progression. Actually, we found that there are two different critical states during T2DM development characterized as responses to insulin resistance and serious inflammation, respectively. Interestingly, a new T2DM-associated function, i.e. steroid hormone biosynthesis, was discovered, and those related genes were significantly dysregulated in liver and adipose at the first critical transition during T2DM deterioration. Moreover, the dysfunction of genes related to responding hormone was also detected in muscle at the similar period. Based on the functional and network analysis on pathogenic molecular mechanism of T2DM, we showed that most of DNB genes, in particular the core ones, tended to be located at the upstream of biological pathways, which implied that DNB genes act as the causal factors rather than the consequence to drive the downstream molecules to change their transcriptional activities. This also validated our theoretical prediction of DNB as the driver network. As shown in this study, DNB can not only signal the emergence of the critical transitions for early diagnosis of diseases, but can also provide the causal network of the transitions for revealing molecular mechanisms of disease initiation and progression at a network level.